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I'm just wondering if it's because I'm not on a 64bit machine I'm pretty sure it's because I don't have
compiz installed Is there a particular reason why wintrack was not included by default in 12.10?

Touhou11: I don't know. I am more interested in the earlier releases Touhou11: but perhaps there are
enough compiz issues that they were not bothered to include it rfleming: It would be the usual way of
introducing a new window manager; dependant on how many bugs were there in 12.04, and how many

were fixed by 12.10 Touhou11: True. how do I see if I have 12.04 or 12.10? I installed g++-4.6 and
now I cant install anything how do I remove the old g++? Volkodav: lsb_release -a thanks hi, I want to
use kubuntu as a server. Where do I start? How do I see the system use and software to install? peyam:
sudo apt-get remove g++-4.6 && sudo apt-get autoremove peyam: after that try installing something

else peyam: I'm not sure what would happen, but you could try --reinstall peyam: that should do it
rfleming, cant find it in my repositories peyam: try'sudo apt-get remove g++-4.6*' then yes peyam, it's
not in the repos because that version is EOL. You'd have to upgrade to Precise if you want the newer

g++ nandemonai, I am using precise and cant install g++ peyam: then it's already installed. Are you sure
you removed the correct
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